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 Developments at NMIA
• Since 2004, NMIA has maintained Australia’s top-level standards in
physical, chemical and biological measurement
• In July 2010, NMIA also took responsibility for a new national system of
trade measurement in the legal metrology area (previously State-based)

 Developments in Time and Frequency
• Bruce Warrington has taken on responsibility for NMIA’s physical
metrology laboratory in Melbourne, now travelling frequently between
Sydney and Melbourne

• A number of collaborative research projects with Australian universities
and other agencies are under way, with funding now awarded by the
Australian Research Council
• A new research scientist, Dr Magnus Hsu, has been appointed

GPS time and frequency transfer systems


Compact systems provided to Australian
laboratories and to NISIT Papua New Guinea



A proficiency test among Australian laboratories
is in preparation

Increasing emphasis on precise and reliable time instead of frequency:

stratum 1
NTP servers

NMIA traceable
NTP servers

stratum 2
NTP servers

NTP clients

Provided directly
(eg telecommunications sector)

Monitored indirectly
(eg transport sector)

New rules for financial markets
Consultation paper issued

NMI-UWA time-transfer research

 Australian Research Council (ARC) funding
awarded in 2009 (AUD 750K/3 years)

UWA
Perth

NMIA
Sydney

 Additional ARC funding currently sought for
ACES ground station infrastructure (MWL link
and a caesium fountain at UWA)
 A bid to establish a new ARC Centre of
Excellence for quantum optics and precision
measurement (including an optical frequency
standard) was unfortunately unsuccessful
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Towards an Australian time and frequency fibre network

Representative configuration of SKA antenna
sites with AARNet fibre network (green lines).

Schemes for fibre noise suppression
(Andre Luiten, UWA)

Image credit: The SKA: Initial Australian Site Analysis,
Appendix F, p. 61 (May 2003).

including (C) simultaneous RF+optical transfer by
combined control of group and phase delays
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Towards an Australian fibre network: progress

MQU

NMIA

 Prototype transfer system
demonstrated in the laboratory
 Initial field testing on link between NMIA
and Macquarie University (10km): fibre
connectivity issues near to resolution

 Collaboration very recently awarded ARC
Linkage funding (AUD 600K/3 years) to
begin development
 RF dissemination to CSIRO radioobservatory sites in NSW a key objective
 Work towards SKA continues in parallel
(ASKAP Pathfinder project)

Other collaborative research projects (i)
 Cavity Enhanced Amplitude Modulated
Laser Absorption Spectroscopy

 Precision spectroscopy of He to
determine the Lamb shift

 Cavity-enhanced laser spectroscopy for
precision measurements of isotopic ratio

 Towards a new measurement of the
1 1S0 → 2 1S0 Lamb Shift

 Awarded ARC Linkage funding in 2010
(AUD 375K/3 years) for joint development

 Awarded ARC Discovery funding in
2010 (AUD 240K/3 years)
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Other collaborative research projects (ii)
 Toroidal resonators and applications
(sensing, comb generation and others)

J. Zhu et al, Nature Photonics December 2009
with thanks to Warwick Bowen, UQ

 Awarded ARC infrastructure and
equipment funding in 2010 (AUD 450K)
for fabrication and polishing equipment

Ping Koy Lam
(and many other partners and institutions)

 Alternative techniques for time
transfer over computer networks

D. Veitch, J. Ridoux and S. B. Korada, IEEE

 NMIA assisting with field testing,
comparing to existing NTP server
network
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A high-resolution digital phasemeter
 All-digital implementation
using fast FPGA hardware
and NI LabView
 Two Phase Locked Loops
for tracking frequency
 Digital integrators convert
frequency into phase
 Subtraction of reference
phase removes commonmode noise sources
 Calibration signal (1°p-p,
2 Hz) applied to signal input
 Noise floor ~3rad/√Hz
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Active Sagnac test-bed interferometer

 Sagnac yields excellent common-mode
rejection of mechanical and refractive
index noise
 Test bed provides flexible, low-noise test
bed for realistic optimisation

(i) Signal channel alone (no reference subtraction)
(ii) Difference of two optical channels (no enclosure)
(iii) Difference of two optical channels (enclosure)
(iv) Difference of two electrical input signals (floor)

Phasemeter applications (i)

 Calibration of commerical heterodyne
length interferometers (NMIA Length)

 Characterisation of phase noise spectrum
to high resolution (for example, to optimize
performance of optical fibre time and
frequency transfer)

Phasemeter applications (ii): ‘digital interferometry’
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Applications of digital interferometry

 Compact and precise multi-axis
interferometry for a metrological AFM
 Currently under development at NMIA
within the Nanometrology project
Images courtesy Chris Freund

 Technologies under development for the
GRACE follow-on mission
 Collaboration including JPL, ANU and NMIA
awarded funding under the Australian Space
Research Program (total AUD 4.6M)
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